Minutes of Meeting:
First Meeting of the Work Group on 17.05.18
Head of the Meeting:
Prof. Dr. R. Hagengruber, Uni Paderborn; Center for the History of Women
Philosophers and Scientists
Advisors of the Work Group Frauen in der Geschichte der Philosophie (Women in
the History of Philosophy) in attendance:
Prof. Dr. Sarah Hutton, University of York, UK, Advisor of the Work Group Frauen in
der Geschichte der Philosophie
Prof. Dr. Sabrina Ebbersmeyer, Universität Kopenhagen
Dr. Rodney Parker, Center for the History of Women Philosophers and Scientists
Guest: Prof. Dr. Michelle Boulos Walker, University of Queensland, Australia
Protocol: Jessica Harmening/ Alp Kaan Cengiz, Philosophie, Uni Paderborn
Start: 17:45 Uhr
Finish: 18:55 Uhr
Attendees: Ruth Hagengruber, Jessica Harmening, Julia Lerius, Sabrina Ebbermeyer
Sarah Hutton, Vincent Darveau-st-Pierre, Rodney Parker, Dennis Eller, Katarina
Pexoto, Jil Muller, Annemarieke Roelvink-Verhoeft, Melina Kiziroglou, Alp kann
Cengiz, Dennis Eller, Christian Meineke, Fredrik Nilson, Zachary Agoff, Andrea
Reichenberger, Julia Felicia Müller-Seewald, Ariane Schneck, Chris Mayers
Discussion Topics
1. Enquiry after an online-list of important women philosophers (A.S. u.a.)
2. Proposal of a joint conception of educational text books (J.L./S.E./S.H./)
3. J.L. introduces her project „Philosophy goes Mooc” and reports the results of the
courses on online teaching at Uni Paderborn
4. Suggestion to develop a strategy paper on how women philosophers can be
included in class (S.E.)
5. The international community of young scholars reports the severe harassment
women philosophers face in their everyday life (K.P.)
6. The European tradition of women philosophers is to be strengthened by
including philosophers from Italy, France and other European countries; the
tradition of women philosophers beyond Europe shall also be taken into
consideration (R.H., M.B.W.)
7. The young international scholars ask for a shared forum that can be used to
support each other in their research (A.R., K.P., N.S.)
8. It is suggested to open the group as an international co-operation partner to make
it visible for European and international research
9. Suggestion to add topics of the intersexual, anti-racist discussion (R.P.)
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10. Digitalisation is an important future concern for data security on women
philosophers: RH refers to an event on digitalisation that has been ammounced
for July. A separate initiative shall be restarted to make this important area
public. Support for this endeavour greatly sought after (25.7.2018, 10.30-13.30).
Results
1. the Head of the work group announces that a list of women philosophers will be
put online to provide easier access to women philosophers
2. A link for foreign researchers will be installed
3. The conference on „Philosophinnen in der Schule und im Studium/ Teaching
Women Philosophers“ will be postponed to 2019 to enable a higher level of
participation. The conference aims to establish a basis for a text book on women
philosophers. It is further resolved to promote the project on online teaching.
The work group will be supported in this by:
Sabrina Ebbersmeyer/ Julia Lerius/Rodney Parker/Sarah Hutton/
4. The work group proposes to organize a conference on the systematic access to
the history of women philosophers.
The work group will be supported in this by:
Rodney Parker/Sarah Hutton/u.a.

Paderborn, 17.05.2018/14.06.2018
Prof. Dr. Ruth Hagengruber
Leiterin der AG Frauen in der Philosophiegeschichte
Head of the work Group: Women in the History of Philosophy
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